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I

M of forcibly displaced people living in and outside camps seek to support them-
selves and their families oen with minimal humanitarian assistance, and in the face of 
active resistance by governments and citizens of host countries. Yet it is important that 
displaced people be supported in their livelihood eorts so that they can provide for 
their families when humanitarian assistance is insucient. Pursuing a livelihood can 
also help people recover aspects of their lives that have been disrupted by displacement, 
including psychosocial damage. Recognizing this, UNHCR and their implementing 
partners have sought to implement various forms of livelihood programming since the 
lates.
is chapter contributes to a theory of ‘displaced livelihoods’. Iargue that such a the-

ory is warranted because the pursuit of livelihoods by forced migrants is dierent from 
those of other migrants or those who are equally poor or discriminated against. ere 
are three key dierences, which create particular livelihood diculties. First, all forced 
migrants begin from a position of loss, including the loss of assets, family and commu-
nity, and oen emotional and physical health. Asecond distinctive issue concerns the 
socio-political, legal, and policy factors in the host country. Forced migrants must try to 
re-establish their livelihoods in a policy context that is oen weighted against them. One 
of the most obvious dierences compared with other migrants is that refugees and inter-
nally displaced people (IDPs) are oen required to live in camps. Athird distinction is 
that refugees and IDPs, unlike other migrants, are oen the recipients of humanitarian 
assistance, and increasingly, livelihoods programmes. While humanitarian assistance 
can support livelihoods, unexpected or indirect negative eects can arise, and some-
times such support can backre.
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As Iwill argue, these dierences create specic disadvantages for forced migrants, 
and must be addressed if displaced livelihoods are to be supported. While the three 
issues are relevant for all forced migrants, Ifocus on refugees rather than IDPs, the most 
important dierence being that IDPs are citizens rather than ‘foreigners’ and thus are 
not constrained by laws and policy pertaining to non-citizens. In any particular refugee 
setting, signicant individual and group variation, even within the same host country, 
characterize each of these three distinctions. Not all refugees arrive at their places of asy-
lum impoverished, and some nationalities do better than others. For example, in Cairo, 
many Iraqi refugees arrived with more assets, including education and nancial assets, 
and are much less impoverished than other groups such as Ethiopians or Sudanese. 
Atheory of displaced livelihoods must address these diverse outcomes.
e chapter begins with a brief discussion of the evolving theory of livelihoods and 

poverty, and social exclusion theory. Ithen explore the three distinctions in more detail 
and conclude with some proposals regarding future advocacy, programming, and 
research.

L T   
F M

Most denitions of livelihoods stem from Chambers and Conway’s  denition:the 
means of gaining a living, including livelihood capabilities, tangible assets, such as stores 
and resources, and intangible assets, such as claims and access (cited in de Haan and 
Zoomers :). e study of livelihoods of forced migrants straddles the poverty 
alleviation literature and the literature on undocumented migration, since many refu-
gees live without formal status in host countries. During the s, ‘sustainable liveli-
hoods’ became an important theme in development policy, with sustainability dened 
in terms of ‘long-term exibility and . . . ecological soundness’ (de Haan and Zoomers 
:). e sustainable livelihoods framework thus emerged, modelled as a system 
comprising the dierent capabilities, assets, and activities required to pursue a liv-
ing. Livelihoods assets are more than simply material ones—such as land, livestock, or 
money—they include human capital such as health, education, skills and experience, 
and social capital. e latter is of particular importance to forced migrants, who draw on 
the social capital that comes from co-national networks already in place in their destina-
tions. Such networks provide assistance when migrants rst arrive and help them nd 
housing and employment (Calhoun).

However, households and individuals must be able to access their livelihoods assets. 
Refugees are oen unable to utilize their human capital, such as skills and experience 
acquired in their home countries, because they are denied permission to work, lack 
the appropriate credentials, or are faced with discrimination at the workplace. Auseful 
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approach to understanding this denial of access is social exclusion theory, which por-
trays poverty as ‘a failure caused by bottlenecks in access to capitals’ (de Haan and 
Zoomers : ; Bhalla and Lapeyre ). e mechanisms of exclusion include 
monopolizing access to resources through property relations (laws, policies, and regu-
lations) or by using ‘certain social or physical characteristics such as race, gender, lan-
guage, ethnicity, origin or religion to legitimize this fencing-in of opportunities. . . . is 
“social closure,” a form of collective social action, results in exclusion and poverty 
and gives rise to social categories of eligibles and ineligibles’ (de Haan and Zoomers 
:). ese power relations in the host context are crucial in understanding the 
livelihoods experience of forced migrants.

As scholarship on livelihoods has evolved, the importance of livelihood assets has 
come to be recognized beyond simply meeting basic needs. Rather, they are seen to give 
meaning to a person’sworld:

Assets should not be understood only as things that allow survival, adaptation and 
poverty alleviation:they are also the basis of agents’ power to act and to reproduce, 
challenge or change the rules that govern the control, use and transformation of 
resources. (Bebbington (), cited in de Haan and Zoomers :)

If assets give people power to act, the loss of assets becomes doubly consequential. For 
refugees, losses incurred during the journey combined with lack of access to assets in 
the host country means they are deeply disempowered, constrained in their ability to 
act and to challenge rules and power structures. e strategies which refugees utilize  
to overcome such disempowerment are therefore of great interest, as they point the way 
to empowering other marginalized groups.

Lack ofData

eory and related empirical work on refugee livelihoods is characterized by a nota-
ble lack of quantitative data from nationally representative probability samples that 
have refugees as the target population. Surveys of immigrants in the US and Spain 
have enabled cross-country comparisons (Connor and Massey ), but few studies 
have sought to focus on refugees in such data sets. Population-based studies focusing 
on the livelihoods of forced migrants in developing countries are almost completely 
absent, and there is a notable shortage of economic analysis of displaced livelihoods. 
ere are a number of reasons for this paucity of data. In areas of conict and dis-
placement, reliable secondary data such as census data or household surveys are oen 
unavailable because data collection is dangerous or logistically dicult. is lack of 
data means it has been dicult to quantify the impact of displacement on livelihoods 
(Amirthalingam and Lakshman ). Independent researchers not aliated with 
aid agencies also nd it dicult to work in such areas, their travel impaired by inse-
curity and high expense. Much of the research on livelihoods thus takes the form of 
qualitative studies, oen by anthropologists, and evaluations or assessments by aid 
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agencies. While these are valuable, there is a signicant lack of comparative analysis or 
population-based studies.

Nonetheless, in recent years, a number of surveys and proling studies have begun 
to ll the livelihoods data gap, including studies of Iraqi refugees in Syria (Doocy etal. 
), of IDPs in Sri Lanka (Amirthalingam and Lakshman ), and of refugees and 
other international migrants in four African cities (Landau and Duponchel ). e 
author has also conducted a series of proling surveys comparing forced migrants and 
their neighbours in a variety of urban settings (FIC a). Many of these studies have 
sought to demonstrate how refugees dier from other populations, and our knowledge 
and understanding of refugee livelihoods and the contextual problems they face has 
increased. However, the extent of such data is still relatively small and unsynthesized, 
compared to other areas of refugee research, and there is much room for additional 
studies if we are to understand how best to address the livelihood problems of forced 
migrants.

H D L  
 D

As suggested earlier, three distinguishing sets of factors inuence the ability of refugees 
to regain their livelihoods.

Loss, Trauma, and Impoverishment

With displacement, whether elsewhere in the country or across borders, comes the loss 
of economic and non-economic assets. Compared with labour migrants who can bet-
ter plan their journeys, refugees and other forcibly displaced people oen have to move 
quickly and have to abandon assets in their home areas. Astudy of Colombian IDPs 
found that  per cent had their land taken from them or had to abandon it when they 
ed (Kirchho and Ibáñez ), and this experience is widespread globally. One of the 
rst scholars to model displacement was Michael Cernea, whose impoverishment risk 
and livelihood reconstruction model identies eight types of losses that increase the risk 
of impoverishment when people are displaced. ese losses include the expropriation of 
land, the loss of wage employment, and of housing, cultural space, and common prop-
erty assets. Each type of loss has an impact on economic power, but also has psychologi-
cal or cultural impact, leading to reduced social status and ‘a psychological downward 
slide of . . . condence in society and self . . .’ (Cernea :–).

Another loss—in the form of a serious nancial burden incurred by migrants and 
refugees—is debt arising from travel costs during the journey, including loans for smug-
gler fees. Migration-related debt is compounded when households borrow to smooth 
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consumption needs, particularly upon arrival and before employment is secured. e 
following quote from a Colombian refugee in Ecuador is typical of many refugees’ expe-
rience around theworld:

Before arriving here, we had a ‘nca’ (ranch) and we planted vegetables and fruit. 
We had a chicken farm too. We ate well and lived well. It was our land. en the 
armed groups began telling us we were with them and not the other. ey declared 
us ‘objetivos militares’ and we had to escape. But they controlled us and we had a 
curfew. ey would only let us out from am–pm. If we didn’t follow their direc-
tions, they would kill us. Finally, we escaped by pretending my wife was sick. We le 
everything behind like engines and more than  chickens. When we le, we only 
had a motorbike, which we sold for very little to buy shoes and to escape to Ecuador. 
(FICb)

Many forced migrants also experience intense personal loss—both of family members 
and of their mental, physical, and emotional health—as a result of the homeland experi-
ence that forced them to ee and their harrowing journeys. e experience of violence, 
trauma, loss of family members, and community all take a toll on people’s ability to 
restart their lives (Cernea ). Yet there is almost no research on how this psychoso-
cial loss aects people’s livelihoods. Existing psychosocial research focuses on what can 
be done to help people recover from trauma (Nickerson etal. ; Hardgrove ), 
but much less has explored how psychosocial issues aect the ability of forced migrants 
to restart or pursue livelihoods—or how livelihoods could help people recover. is is 
clearly a gap in the literature.

All these losses put forced migrants at an economic disadvantage upon arrival. Over 
time, unless they can recover their livelihoods, they are at risk of further impoverish-
ment. However, recuperating asset losses aer displacement can be extremely dicult, 
because of the social exclusion at work in the host country context.

Obstacles and Enablers in the Host Context

Livelihoods recovery for forced migrants is oen less about accessing assets lost in the 
place of origin—because these are too dicult to regain1—and more about nding ways 
to access livelihood assets in the destination area. ese can be assets refugees already 
possess, such as the education and skills they bring from their home country, or new 
assets available in the destination country. However, access to assets is oen blocked by 
social and political exclusion processes that arise within both the host population and 
the various refugee communities, and at the level of the state and institutions. is sec-
tion explores these processes by focusing on two components of livelihoods:access to 
employment and access to services, especially nancial ones. For each, we explore how 
refugees have attempted to circumvent the exclusion mechanisms in order to pursue 
livelihoods.
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S R P  R

At the state level, exclusion mechanisms constraining livelihoods take the form of 
restrictive laws and policies, and the bureaucracies and authorities that implement 
these policies. International refugee conventions, such as the  Convention, include 
several Articles pertaining to livelihoods. ese include the rights not to be deported 
(non-refoulement), to freedom of movement, and to work and own businesses. Some 
of these rights pertain only to those who are legally dened as refugees; others, such as 
non-refoulement, pertain to all asylum seekers (Bailey ). However, it is host coun-
try policies, rather than international refugee law, that determine the extent to which 
refugees are able to exercise these rights. Most host governments, particularly those of 
neighbouring sending countries, view refugees as ‘guests’ and establish a policy environ-
ment that prevents or inhibits permanent settlement. One way to do this is to obstruct 
refugees’ livelihoods and integration by limiting freedom of movement and their ability 
to work or own businesses or property. Policy mechanisms include encampment policy, 
while bureaucratic obstructions prevent access to business licences or work permits.

Encampment

Countries with large populations of refugees oen require refugees to live in camps, 
where their basic needs are provided by UNHCR and other humanitarian agencies. In 
, of the  host countries with more than , refugees,  had encampment poli-
cies, all of them in Africa or Asia (UNHCR a). Livelihood activities outside camps 
are strongly discouraged, and governments try to restrict refugees to camp areas by lim-
iting permission to work or travel beyond the immediate area. However, particularly 
in protracted situations, humanitarian agencies are not able to meetall basic needs in 
camps, including food requirements (either in terms of dietary diversity or quantity), 
and necessities such as rewood for cooking. To meet these and other needs, families 
seek livelihoods opportunities in and outside camps. Some family members remain in 
the camps where they can access food aid and other humanitarian assistance, and others 
move to urban areas to nd work. In many host countries, large numbers of refugees live 
outside camps, oen in informal settlements that lack facilities and livelihood prospects.

Refugees who seek work outside camps face signicant travel and other transaction 
costs, oen in the form of bribes. Authorities tolerate violations of restrictive policies 
by ‘turning a blind eye’, but such ‘tolerance’ can take the form of extortion by state o-
cials. Reports of such extortion are widespread. An illustrative example is the case of 
Bangladesh, where Rohingya refugees from Burma have lived in Cox’s Bazar district 
since , some in camps but most outside the camps in informal settlements (UNHCR 
b). e Rohingyas have been the primary workers at the port for y years. In , 
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the local MP decreed that Rohingyas were not to be hired at the docks since they did 
not have national ID cards. is rule was slackened immediately when the authorities 
found themselves facing a shortage of labour on the docks. However the Rohingyas do 
not receive fair wages, and are extorted by a variety of actors, including the local politi-
cal leaders who dominate the port. In addition, Rohingyas who collect rewood in 
the jungles around the camps must bribe forestry ocials to gain entry to the forests 
(WFP).
e Bangladesh case is typical of host countries where governments refuse to allow 

refugees to become self-reliant, while nevertheless allowing state and civil society actors 
to exploit them economically. Economic desperation drives refugees in and outside 
camps to pursue highly risky livelihoods strategies (called ‘negative coping mechanisms’ 
in the literature) including entering the sex trade and being recruited by gangs and 
militias.

Legal Status and Documentation

While host country regulations dier, having formal legal status generally allows refu-
gees to reside in the country outside camps, to work, and to access a range of services. In 
most developing countries, however, relatively few refugees have formal status; they are 
more likely to be asylum seekers or (especially those in camps) to have prima facie sta-
tus, and lack the right to pursue livelihoods. In such contexts, documents proving legal 
status can be an important source of protection; even documents granting only prima 
facie status can reduce police abuses such as arbitrary arrest or extortion by having a 
paper to present when stopped. However, as Landau argues, documentation does not 
always prevent abuses. In South Africa, ocial documentation does not prevent corrupt 
police forces or civil servants from ill-treating refugees. Ocial documents are poorly 
designed—oen handwritten and illegible, or imsy and easily destroyed—and they do 
not look legitimate. Documentation must be recognizable by authorities, and authori-
ties trained to act according to the rights conferred, in order to provide eective protec-
tion (Landau).
e extent to which legal status enables livelihoods is not clear. Many refugees work 

in the informal sector, where law enforcement is lax and refugees can circumvent the 
need for paperwork (Böhme and iele ; Prost ). Although this could mean 
that legal status and supporting documentation is less important, lack of documenta-
tion nonetheless makes refugees vulnerable. For instance, employers can exploit undoc-
umented refugees and migrants who are less likely to report abuses due to fear of arrest 
or deportation.

Legal status can thus be seen as a social exclusion mechanism, as are work permits and 
licences to own a business. Even if permitted to work, like all foreigners, refugees must usu-
ally obtain a work permit, and this process is oen dicult and nancially burdensome. 
Many refugees lack awareness of their rights, of what a work permit is and how to obtain 
it, and they oen lack the nancial resources required to navigate complex and expensive 
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bureaucratic procedures. For example, Egypt hosts some , refugees, does not require 
them to live in camps, and allows refugees to work (according to Article  of the Egyptian 
constitution). However, Egyptian labour legislation requires all non-nationals with 
valid residence to obtain a work permit. Foreigners must nd an employer sponsor and 
pay application fees. e cost for a yearly work permit varies by nationality:Sudanese 
and Palestinians pay only  Egyptian pounds (approximately US), but Somalis, 
Iraqis, Eritreans, and Ethiopians pay , Egyptian pounds (US). Applicants must 
also prove that they are uniquely qualied, and that their work cannot be performed by 
an Egyptian. is is particularly challenging as most refugees are low skilled—like poor 
Egyptians. Several other regulations make it dicult for refugees (and all non-nationals) 
to be hired or to open a business (Jacobsen, Ayoub, and Johnson).

In sum, even when refugees are permitted to work or own businesses, social exclusion 
processes, including bureaucratic procedures, can make obtaining work documents so 
complicated and burdensome that most refugees forgo them. e host authorities then 
turn a blind eye—both to the work and the exploitation that goes with it—because refu-
gees provide cheap labour, or labour that nationals are unwilling to do. By contrast, host 
governments can choose to promote refugees’ self-reliance. For example, in Ecuador, 
the Constitution guarantees equal rights for refugees, and the Ministry of Labour pro-
vides all refugees with a free ‘work permit’ that helps clarify their status to potential 
employers and facilitates initial entry into the market (Asylum Access).

C S

At the level of civil society, social exclusion processes are played out through 
anti-migrant xenophobic attitudes and behaviours towards refugees. ese take the 
form of discrimination (exclusion from jobs, services, and social spaces) and harass-
ment, ranging from verbal and emotional abuse to physical harassment. Open extortion 
takes the form of forced payment of bribes and unwarranted detention. Such actions 
create a culture of fear and intimidation that aects refugees’ ability to pursue liveli-
hoods. One consequence is increased livelihood transaction costs in the form of bribes 
(oen related to the lack of documentation2), higher rents (because of discrimination 
by landlords), and extra ‘fees’ charged by employers (who use refugees as cheap labour). 
Aculture of harassment also means refugees face greater threats from criminals, who 
know they are less likely to seek recourse or protection from the authorities. In times of 
political crisis, such as the Arab Spring or national elections, xenophobia increases, as it 
does when economic competition is high (Jacobsen, Ayoub, and Johnson ). Under 
such conditions, refugees habitually choose to stay inside or keep their children out of 
school, and do not pursue self-employment initiatives where the risk of being jailed or 
extorted is higher than the amount earned.

Some refugee-hosting countries, such as South Africa and Israel, have active 
media and civil society organizations that publicize and criticize this phenomenon of 
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anti-migrant violence. In other host countries, such as Bangladesh, Kenya, and Egypt, 
where xenophobia is equally widespread, there is much less civil society opposition.

I

e provision of nancial, educational, and health services is another zone of social 
exclusion, in which organizations and institutions create rules of access for refugees. 
In some cases, legal status is required to use services, but more oen access is limited 
by charging refugees higher fees, or requiring them to obtain special documentation. 
In Nairobi, harassment by the police and extortion are barriers for urban refugees in 
accessing services such as education, healthcare, legal aid, and livelihoods (Campbell, 
Crisp, and Kiragu ). When school fees and hospital bills exceed their monthly 
income, individuals must take out loans and become indebted to other community 
members, employers, or moneylenders.

One problem confronting refugees is lack of access to nancial assets in the form of 
services from formal institutions such as banks and micronance institutions (MFIs). 
Credit facilities are not available to refugees because banks and MFIs consider refugees to 
be poor credit risks. Refugees are also excluded from access to savings accounts or invest-
ment accounts, as well as most forms of insurance. To open a bank account one needs evi-
dence of a residential address (such as a utility bill), and oen a national identity card, and 
most refugees lack this kind of documentation. In some countries, advocacy organiza-
tions have worked with banks to expand their access. For example, in South Africa, some 
banks waive the required -digit identity number, allowing refugees and temporary resi-
dents to open accounts. However, this is uncommon, and lack of access to bank accounts 
means refugees have to carry their cash around with them, increasing the likelihood of 
being extorted by police and making refugees a target for criminals (Landau).
e absence of formal credit facilities means refugees have to take out loans from 

other sources. Acommon coping strategy is to borrow from their community, but infor-
mal credit and loan practices can result in extortion and entrapment of refugees. For 
example, in Cox’s Bazar, Bangladesh, Rohingya refugee shermen become victims of 
entrapment by loan sharks. Many refugee shermen are unable to aord shing equip-
ment, and they borrow from local rich sheries owners. Market buyers refuse to buy the 
refugee shermen’s sh because they know the refugee shermen must repay their loans 
to the powerful shery owner rst, by selling their sh to the owner. e shery owners 
are therefore free to determine the price of the sh, which they set lower than the mar-
ket. is exploitation persists because refugee shermen rely on the loans—which are 
also used for bail when the police arrest them (WFP).

Refugee livelihoods are therefore constrained by social exclusion mechanisms at 
all levels:by the state, in civil society, and through institutions. Refugees seek to work 
around these constraints by drawing on the resources of their own communities. 
Humanitarian agencies also seek to supportthem.
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Humanitarian Assistance and Livelihoods

Since the s, humanitarian agencies and UNHCR have recognized the need to sup-
port the livelihoods (or ‘self-reliance’) of the displaced, because over half of the world’s 
displaced people live outside camps and cannot be fully supported by humanitarian 
aid. Most of the large international NGOs and UNHCR now have rural and urban live-
lihoods programmes. In the past few years, how-to manuals and strategic plans have 
been written, and donors have contributed large amounts of funding both to assess 
how livelihoods can be supported and to fund programmes. As the Women’s Refugee 
Commission says, ‘everyone, from local community-based organizations to interna-
tional nongovernmental organizations to policy makers and donors, wants to support, 
fund and implement more eective programs to support the self-reliance of the dis-
placed’ (WRC :iii). Livelihoods programmes for refugees generally seek to support 
self-employment and wage employment by building human capital through vocational 
training, and by supporting small businesses through, inter alia, the provision of micro-
nance and business development services, legal support, job placement, apprentice-
ships, and mentoring.

Several problems confront livelihoods programming, however, particularly for refu-
gees. e most important problem is political. Host governments are generally opposed 
to livelihoods programs, rst, because they are seen as an avenue to permanent settle-
ment, and second because governments resist enabling refugees to compete on a more 
equal economic footing with citizens. Such competition oen results in opposition by 
citizenry—an unappetizing prospect for governments. Government resistance means 
that advocacy for refugee livelihoods, including the right to work, must be undertaken 
very sensitively, recognizing that more harm than good can be accomplished if govern-
ments react adversely. In settings where the government tends to turn a blind eye to 
refugees working, overly enthusiastic promotion of ‘the right of refugees to work’ can 
backre signicantly. e government might cease to turn a blind eye and respond 
harshly, even changing its refugee policy for the worse. e author has been told (o the 
record) of situations where UNHCR’s eorts to promote refugees’ right to work have 
resulted in a souring of the government’s attitude and threats of more vigorous enforce-
ment of restrictive policies.

A second problem is the risk that livelihoods programming targeted at refugees can 
lead to resentment and hostility by the host population. Outside camps, refugees live 
amongst the host population, sometimes sharing their housing and land and oen 
dependent on them for their good will. Targeting only refugees for livelihoods pro-
gramming can jeopardize this good will and lead to problems long aer the programme 
has come to an end or run out of funds. One way around this is to adopt an inclusive 
approach by designing programming that supports the livelihoods of both the host pop-
ulation and the refugees. ere are several reasons why such targeting could improve 
the livelihoods context for refugees. First, the government is more likely to look favour-
ably on such programmes since they provide benets to their citizens. Second, bring-
ing nationals and non-nationals together in a learning environment (such as vocational 
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training or business services development) can benet refugees in terms of network-
ing, potential partnerships, and an increased understanding of the local context. ird, 
inclusive programming can build social capital with the host community and potentially 
reduce antagonism, both because refugees are seen to be bringing resources (in the form 
of programmes) and because working/learning together is good for social relations.

C

Forced migrants arrive in asylum contexts having experienced many losses, and then 
confront numerous challenges as they try to pursue livelihoods. Social exclusion 
mechanisms, ranging from encampment policies to xenophobia and harassment on 
the street, limit their rights and abilities to pursue economic activities. Refugees must 
nd ways to generate income, whether for start-up funds to nance a business or to 
pay the necessary bribes to obtain documentation. However, their income-generating 
activities oen create new risks and forms of exploitation. Aid agencies search for ways 
to support refugee livelihoods, but achieving eective and feasible livelihood program-
ming has proven dicult. Government authorities and many in civil society see refu-
gees’ livelihood success in terms of the competition it poses, and as a pull factor for 
others in the sending country. ese fears are expressed in xenophobic attitudes that 
create signicant problems for refugees. Combating the resistance of host countries to 
refugee livelihoods is thus a key advocacy issue for UNHCR and other refugee agen-
cies. It may be that, rather than bringing in new and expensive livelihood programmes, 
aid agencies can best serve as advocates and facilitators of livelihoods—by helping ref-
ugees make connections (both among other refugees and with the host population), 
supporting activities that promote integration, or providing business development ser-
vices, mentoring, and training. Nonetheless, aid agencies can only do so much; in the 
end it is the communities in which the refugees live that will be the strongest source of 
support.

N

 . When people ee their homes and abandon their property, regaining ownership can 
be dicult, especially if others have claimed these assets and much time has passed. In 
Colombia, Ibáñez and Moya () found that only one-quarter of IDP households were 
able to recover their original assetbase.

 . e need for funds to pay bribes to obtain documents, work permits, and licences is widely 
reported. In South Africa, corruption plagues the process of obtaining asylum documents; 
applicants oen have to oer fees in order to le their asylum claims, even though this 
process is free by South African law (Landau :).
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